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QUESTION: 105 
Which are valid group actions? (Choose two.) 

A. Pick First and Lock 
B. If and Critical Section  
C. Lock and Repeat Last 
D. Critical Section and Choose First 
E. Repeat On Error Until True and Pick First 

Answer: B, ? 

QUESTION: 106 
What are two requirements of the Java class specified by the XML To Java activity? (Choose 
two.) 

A. The Java class must be serializable 
B. The Java class must have the public init() method. 
C. The Java class must have a public default constructor.  
D. The Java class must have a constructor with arguments. 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 107 
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A TIBCO BusinessWorks process, that implements a TIBCO Enterprise Message Server 
(EMS) queue to look up account information, is used by dozens of applications. Which two 
options should you select to increase the up-time and decrease the response time of your now 
popular service? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. deploy the service to multiple machines 
B. set the queue's exclusive property to True 
C. set the queue's exclusive property to False 
D. change the service from queue to topic based 
E. increase the engine's Max Jobs and Max Sessions properties 
F. set the Acknowledge Mode field to "Client" on the Configuration tab of the JMS Queue 
Receiver 
 
 
Answer: A, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 108 
You configure a shared HTTP Resource S1 that is used by an HTTP Receiver activity. You 
want the Send HTTP Response activity to communicate using the same HTTP port as the 
HTTP Receiver activity. Which statement is true about this task? 
 
 
A. You cannot accomplish this task because communication must occur on different ports. 
B. No configuration is necessary. Once you configure an HTTP Resource, all HTTP 
activities will use it. 
C. To accomplish this, you configure the HTTP Send Response Reply For parameter to point 
to the HTTP Receiver activity. 
D. To accomplish this, you configure an HTTP Resource S2 with the same port number as 
the HTTP Resource S1 and point to Resource S2 in the HTTP Send Response activity. 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 109 
Which three statements are true about using a Java Custom Function in TIBCO 
BusinessWorks? (Choose three.) 
 
 
A. The method cannot be a constructor 
B. Methods can explicitly throw an exception. 
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C. Only methods declared as public are loaded. 
D. The return value of the function cannot be void. 
E. Only methods declared as public and static are loaded. 
F. Method names can be overloaded in a class or any imported classes. 
 
 
Answer: A, D, E 
 
 
QUESTION: 110 
You are configuring a TIBCO BusinessWorks mapping and you have dragged and dropped a 
complex item from the process data side to a complex item on the activity input side of the 
mapper. Which two questions are asked by the pop-up Mapping Wizard to complete this 
process? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. Overwrite data?  
B. Make a copy of? 
C. For each, make a copy of? 
D. Inspect structures for compatibility? 
 
 
Answer: B, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 111 
You have a repeating structure as follows: Customer (*) 
Name (string) Surname (string) isVIP (boolean) 
and you want to create an output structure as follows:  
VIP_Customer (*) Name (string) Surname (string) 
To select a list of VIP customers you must perform a For-Each mapping between Customer 
and VIP_Customer with which filter? 
 
 
A. [isVIP = "true"]  
B. [isVIP == "true"] 
C. [current()/isVIP = "true"]  
D. [current()/isVIP == "true"]  
E. [position()/isVIP = "true"]  
F. [position()/isVIP == "true"] 
 
 
Answer: A 
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QUESTION: 112 
Which two statements are true about the LibraryBuilder resource? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. Resources that contain errors will not be saved in the LibraryBuilder archive. 
B. When adding resources to a LibraryBuilder resource, dependencies are included 
automatically.  
C. The LibraryBuilder resource allows you to load files stored in the files system into your 
project.  
D. An archive created through the LibraryBuilder resource is imported in another project as 
Read Only. 
 
 
Answer: B, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 113 
Which two statements are true about TIBCO resources (TIBCO BusinessWorks engines and 
TIBCO Adapters executables)? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. A deployed TIBCO resource can be stopped or killed through TIBCO Administrator.  
B. The buildear tool can be used to start a TIBCO resource from the command line. 
C. The AppManage tool can be used to start or stop a TIBCO resource from the command 
line.  
D. A deployed TIBCO resource can be configured to kill itself after a certain number of 
failures. 
 
 
Answer: A, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 114 
What is the disadvantage of using one machine to host multiple TIBCO Administration 
domains? 
 
 
A. The architecture complicates domain backup procedures and Rendezvous setup. 
B. The architecture complicates Rendezvous setup and introduces a single point of failure. 
C. The architecture introduces a single point of failure and complicates domain backup 
procedures  
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D. The architecture complicates domain resource isolation and does not facilitate centralized 
administrative resources. 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION: 115 
What is the purpose of TIBCO Administrator's upgrade feature? 
 
 
A. to install a new version of TIBCO software 
B. to upgrade an application after uploading a new EAR file 
C. to redeploy applications after upgrading TIBCO software 
D. to upgrade the TIBCO Administrator engine to latest version or hotfix 
E. to enable deployed applications to use a new version of TIBCO software 
 
 
Answer: E 
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